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0KOHOB 3. El-95-354 
CTpaHHOC KBapKOBOC ae1;11ecTBO BO BceJJeHHOii B ll)lepm,,x n)"IK3X Ha ycKOpHTCJJllX 

HMeJOTCll c~LHL1e apryMeHTLI a nonLJY rnro, <,1To cTpaHHoe iceapKonoe semecTBO (CKB ), cocT011mee 
HJ npHMepHO paBHOi:<J 'IHCJla U•, d- H 's•KBapKOB, llBJJ~eTCll OCHOBHOH H a6COJJIOTHO CTa6HJJLHOH !pOpMoii· 
MaTepHH.' AclpocjJ~JH'ICCKHe OO'bCKTbl, KOTOpb1e cornaCHO HMCIOIUHMCll npennonoJKeHHllM. COCTOllT ' 
HJ ,CKB, Moryr BOJHHKHYTL, B peJyJJLTare IiOJJLWoro · BJpLrna Ha pauHeii CTMHH paJBHTHll BceJJeHHoii 
HJIH B peJyJJLTaTe npeapameHHll HCHTpaJJbHblX JBeJJ{ B crpaHH~le. TaKHe 061>CKTbl C'IHTalOTCll xopOWHMH 
KaHJIHJlaTaMH a «'lepHble )lblpbl>>. YHHKaJJhHYIO BOJMOJKHOCTb nOJJ}"IHTb CKB e JeMHblX na6opaTOpHb1X 
yCJ10BH11x (Ha ycimpHTCJJllX) 11a10T O'leHL lKCCTKHe coy11apeHH111111ep- TaK HaJblBaeMLlii «Mariuii 60JJLWoii 
BJpblB». B pa6oTe 11aeTCll o6Jop ,O,JKH.uaeMblX CHnlaJJOB, KOTOpue· Moryr 6bJTb. BblllBJleHbl. npH "acrpo-. 

-cjJHJH'leci<ux Ha6n1011ettu11x oco6eHiiocreii 60JJLWHX CKB:o6beKTOB, a TaKJKe npH- noHcKe- nenrnx 
. CKB-coCTOllHHii; BKJIIO'lal! npOCTeiiwue HJ HHX - MeTacra6HJJLHblH WeCTHKBapKOBblH H-11Hnmepoii. 

ITpe)ICTaBJJeHbl nepBble peJyJJLTaTbl 11y6HeHCKoro' nOHCKOBOfO 3KCnepHMeHTa B n)"IKax ll/lep, B KOTO• 
poM npH. ueHTpaJJbHLIX_ llllepHblX _CTOJIKHOBeHHllX 6w1' o6HapyxeH JHa'IHTCJJbHLlii pmorpt:B Be[UeCTea 
c o6paJOBaHHeM o6orameHHoro CTpaHHOCTLIO cjlaiiep60JJa (cMewauHoii cjla3b1?) c 6onLwoii nnoniocnJO: · 
B 3THX 6JJM~npHllTHLIX ycnoeH11x 6LIJJ HaH/leH O/IHH KaHnli11aT e H-11Hrnnep0Hbl H 6blJla CJ1e.1aua oueHKa 
BepxHero npe11CJJa ce'!eHHll o6paJOBaHHll 3Toro CKB:cocTOllHHH. B -JaJ(.l)JO'leHHe KpaTKo Hl/lOJKeHbl · 
nepcneKTHBbl _H npeHMywecrna )laJlbHeHWHX noHCKOB JlerKHX CKB-COCTOllHHii, C HCnOJILJOBaHHeM 
HYKJJOTpOHa - _HOBOl"O. ny6HeHCKOfO CBepxnpOBO)IH[Uero yCKOpHTCJJll ll/lep )10. ~Hepmii 5-0 f3B 
Ha HYKJJOH. . . . 

Pa6cJTa BblnOJJHt:11~ B Jla6op~Topim BblCOKHX 3Hepruii mum .. 

ITpenpHHT 06-be/lHHeHHOfO HHCTHTYTallJ1ep11ux· HCCJJe.UOBaHHH. ,!ly611a, ) 995: 

Okonov E. EI-95-354, 
Strange Quark Matter in the, U~iversum and Accelerator Nuclear Beams 

. • An almost symmetric mixtu;e of u, d ands-quarks - s"trange Quark Matte~ (SQM') rs st~ongly argued 
to be the ground and absolutely stable state of the matter. Astrophysical objects, supposed to be the SQM 
states; could be formed as the result of the Big Bang (in the early-Universe) and the conversion of neutron 
stars into strange ones. Such objects are considered to be favorable candidates ·as black holes. The unique 
possibility__ to produce the SQM . under terrestrial conditions (at· accelerator · laboratories) are violant 
relativistic· nucleus-nucleus collisions so called «little. big bang». _The. exp~ted singulares. of SQM 
are reviewed which could be revealed from astrophysical observations of peculiarities of large SQM 
objects as weH as from accelerator experiments with searching smaller SQM states including the simplest 

. one . - metastable six-quru:k H 'dihyperon~ The . first results. of the Dubna search _experiments·, 
.. with considerable heating of the mat_ter and formation a dense strangeness abudant fireball (mixed phase?) 
in central nuclear collisions, ·is presented. Under these favorable conditions a candidate for H dihyperon 
is observed and an. upper limit of production cross sections .of this. SQM states is estimated. Some 
prospects and advantages of furthersearches for light SQM states, using the JINR new superconducting 
accelerator - Nuclotron with energy 5-o GeV per nucleon, are briefly outlined. , -

The .investigation has been performed at the Laboratory. of High Energies, JINR. 
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1. Strange Quark Matter in the Universum 
1.1. General Remarks, 

There are weighty theoret,ical arguments to.consider the matter which con
sists of.nearly equal numbers d, u and s quarks, to be the true hadronic ground 
stable state i.e. (E/A)sQM < (E/A)Fe ( see l ahd the referencies therein ). , 

One of the most important reason of the dense SQM stability is the Pauli 
principle : there are no empty energy states. ( levels ) to receive. u or· d quark from 
the weak decay e.g. s -> u +e-+ ii. 

In contrast to usual nuclei in which with increasing the number of protons 
the Coulomb repulsion overwhelms the strong force binding nucleons together, the 
SQM with Nd :: Nu :: N, is nearly neutral and should be free of the size limitation. 

Thus huge SQM chunks, being like giant nuclei, could fill the gap between 
nuclei and neutron stars ("nuclear desert"), and further the the neutron stars could 
convertinto strange ones forming very likely the black holes (see Figure 1 ). 

The mentioned equality is approximate one. The QCD thermodynamics 
dictates that, at equilibrium, the three quark flavors in the multiquark bag share 
the available energy equally. The strange quark is more massive than u and d ones, 
so will be slightly fewer strange quarks in a SQM chunk . 



To make it completely neutral, some admixture of electrons is necessary. 
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Figure 1. The overall chart of nuclides. 
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Strictly speaking the stability of SQM itself could be hardly decidedregor
ously by fundamental QCD calculations in the near future, so thus it is now rather 
experimental question. Nev~rtheless general fundamental SM and QCD predictions 
about various astrophysical scenarios, being taken as a working tool, should u~efully 
serve experimentalists to search for possible signatures of SQM. 

1.2. Strange Quark Matter as Black Holes 

It has been known from detailed astrophysical observations of galaxies that 
there is far more to the universe than could be seen. 

The combined gravitantional fields of all visible stars and luminous galactic 
dust are not close to being strong enough to produce the motions of the galaxies or 
individual stars within them. Estimations show that the amount of missing material 
is enormous: at least 80 percent of all the matter in the universe is apparently cold 
and dark, undetectable by any radio or optical telescopes. 

More than decade ago the fascinating possibility has been raised2 that the 
missing mass ~ that is most of the universe - is largely the strange quark matter 
hidden in black holes. In the framework of possible scenarios such black holes could 
be classified in two ranks: 

• black holes created directly from the big bang after quark phase formation 
but before nucleosynthesys; 

• black holes of stellar origin when neutron stars or brown dwarfs are converted 
into strange stars ( SQM ) with a subsequent cooling. 

2 
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1.3. Converting Neutron Stars into Strange Stars 

Such a conversion phenomenon is predicted to be a quite spectacular event: 
one strange chunk ("strangelet") can seed a converting process via a neutron ab
sorbtion (·consuming ) and could liberate more than 1052 erg in the bi~ding en~rgy 
( being more than 10 MeV for SQM). · ·' · 

It ha~ been suggested two main se~ding ("triggering") mec~~nisms_:_ · 
• due to the seed inside n-star, via the quark-gluon plasma formati~n· 
• due to the seed ~omi~g from a interstellar medium ( _relict one from the big 

bang, from others-star creations - supernova explosions ). 
The n-star -, s-star conversion is more likely to happen just after a n-star 

is born then an extra v-flux ( pulse ) with a long tail of the v-emission would be 
observed on the earth. If an older n-star gets converted, the conversion might be 
observed by a faster v-burst accompanied by ,-ray burst. Thus with possibility of 
v-detection from supernova we wil be able to confirm or rule out different modes of 
such a conversion. 

1.4, Neutrino Emissivity from Strange Stars 

Flavor "chemical" equilibrium is maintained by reactions: 
s<--+u+e+v s+u<--+d+u d<--+u+e+v 

Presense of electrons from these processes garantees charge neutrality but 
neutrinos are not bound to the quark matter and escape providing very intense 
fluxes of high energy neutrinos because rather larges-quark mass (m,) 

Such a neutrino emission from s-star has a baryon density threshold at which 
the s-quark decay starts taking place3 • This threshold (Pt), being depended on the 
temperature (T), chemical potential (µ 0 ) and m,, is estimated to be Pt ~ 2p0 , where 
p is nuclear density. · 
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Figure 2, The neutrino emissivity of, strange stars vers;us their density 

It is predicted that this neutrino emissivity f increases rapidly with increasing 
the baryon density p ( see Figure 2 ). 
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1.5. Mergers and Collisions of Strange Stars 

Merger of two neutron stars, being members of a close binary, considered to 
be fairly common events. It is estimated that there might be about 105 such events 
per year within the Hubble distance. Unfortunetly, the efficiency of gamma-ray 
emission from these colllsions is very low with most neutrino-antineutrino annihi
lation energy being within background. On the contrary, a merge / collision of two 
strange stars should produce very powerful, short and hard(~ 8MeV) gamma-ray 
burst which could be easely detectable out to a distance of 1 Gpc. 
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Figure 3. The predicted neutrino and pair plasma ( gamma) luminosities versus time. 

The Figure 3 demonstrates the expected neutrino and pair ( gamma ) lumi
nosities on the time scale ( from 4 ). 

1.6. Fast Pulsars as Strange Stars 

It has been argued in many papers that neutron stars, being pulsars, could 
not rotate very vast that is with periods much less than 1 second. Very conservative 
estimate of the rotational limit on neutron star5, calculated in the framework rather 
easy postulates, shows that an observed rotational period below 0.4 ms would signal 
that this pulsar cannot be a neutron star. 

On the contrary strange star pulsars, being much more compact than neutron 
star ones, should have the higher rotating angular frequencies with periods less than 
1 ms. 

By this time many ·submillisecond pulsars have been observ~d , rind their 
number increases rapidly as the greater sensitivity of radio telescopes is being 
achieved. 
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The situation has changed radically with the recent discovery of an anoma
loi1sly large r>opulation of snbmillisecond pulsars in globular clusters. 

Although the rcrent statements of many astrophysisists that almost all neu
tron stars ( pulsars ) are adually the strange onPs, should be taken by experimen
talists with some care, nevertheless they stiinulate searchi11g observations. 

The argued predictions are that there is no pradically a. minimum mass for 
the strange stars, while the neutron stars have clearly a minimum mass to meet 
reqniremcnts of a dynamical stability ( see Figure 4 ). 
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Figure '1. The mass - radius rdation for typical nPut.ron stars and st.rangr stars. 

However the bulk properties of models of neutron and strange qnark stars 
with masses that arc typirnl for neutron stars ( 1. 1 '.'o Af /M 

0
, '.'o l.S ) an• rdatfrely 

similar, as can be seen from this fignrP. That is why to distinguish strange star 
pulsars by their high rotation frequencies is of great importanre. 

Thns further developments of pnlsar detedors with looking ( focnsing ) on
globular clnstcrs might discover mnch more very rapid pulsan; arn~ investigate ob
jects which could be treated as strang~' stan; with high confidence. 

It shonld be pointed ont that the mentimwd sl'paration of stars into two 
categories seems not to he 11nambig11011s. The bordn·line family of stars is experted 
to cxsist: these are so calh;d hybrid stars with a strange quark core and a nnc-lear 
( ncnt.ron ) crnst ( sec for instance 6 ). 

1. 7. Strange Qna.rk Matter in Co.miic Ray,q 

If the st.able SQM cxsists in· the nnivcrsum as a relic from the big hang or 
as strange sta.rs, then small SQM chnnks shonld he present in rosmir rays. Sueh 
SQM lnmps could easely he distingnislwd from ordinary rosmir particles ( ordinary 
m1<,lc>i ) by au anomalous A/Z ratio ,or, in mon• simple approach, by anomalously 
large· Z, which is cxpcctccl to be murh mon• than 100 whPn A >> 5. 10:1• 
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Large-area detectors, space-based and baloon-bornc as well a.~ sealevel, un
derground and mountaintop-based, could set thP best limits on SQI\'l of Z > 100 
in the cosmic rays. Recently more sophisticated devices have been elaborated and 
flown to search objects ( SQM chunks ) with anomalously high A/Z ratio, and few 

. possible candidates of SQM have been found at lower charge. 

The Figure 5:, compiled in 7, !{as summarizPd the available expPrimn1tal 
data in comparison with the predicted limits on the flux ~f SQM chunks ( quark 
"nuggets") from the main possible astrophysical sources . 
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Figure -5. Experi~ental and pred_icted a5trophysical limits on the flux of quark 

"nuggets" ( SQM chunks·) hitting the _Earth atmosphere: 

* "Experiment" -,arc experimental upper limits; 

* "Dark Matter" ~ is local flux assuming the galactic galo density to be given 

solely by quark nuggets; 

* "Big B~ng" - is the nucleosynthesys with the quark nuggets formation; 

* "Pulsar" - is the upper expected limit from the non-capture of nugget in 

pulsars or their stellar progenitors. 

It is well to hear in mind that the· above predicted limits are given under 
rather optimisic assumtions. Anyway an essential increase of detector sensitivities 
aw necessary to get significant results. · 

There have been also sorrieefforts, using A/Z spectroscopy, to search for SQM 
d1ui1ks ( along looking for superheavy nuclei ), possibly captured by meteorites, but 
without positive results so far. ' 
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2. Strange Quark Matter in Nuclear Collisions at Accelerators 

2.1. Violent Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions - "Little Big Bang" 

·one of the most important reason to accelerate nuclei is that central collisions 
of relativistic nuclei could under earthy conditions reproduce ( simulate ) to a signif
icant extent such astrophysical phenomena as the big bang, neutron star evolution, 
supen~ova explosions with a formation of rel~tivly small drops of the strange quark 
matter ( so called "strangelets"). Indeed violent nuclear collisions create a highly 
excited hadr'oni2fireball with great baryon p.ensities and larges-quark abundance, 
and thus could provide the basic conditions needed to form composite systems with 
large ari10~nts n'f strangeness. On the other hand strarigelets are predicted to be 
the nat~ra'.l result of the evolution of a quark gluon plasma ( QGP ) formed in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions, and so strangelets themselves could··manifost of a QGP 
formation8 • . 

It has ,been found in early Dubna exp~rime~ts9,- 11 that y.rhen goi~g to high 
degree .~f nuclear C?_llis,ion ~~ntrality at Ep~4 A deV a single de~~e ('p ·;;: ·4 Po ),and 
therll).alized ( at least localy ) ·source is formed with the temperature' ( extracted 
from Boltzmann-like A and' K 0 spectra) rising up to TB ~ 150...'.1.60 :MeV(to inverse 
slope parameters To ~ 200-2;1.0 MeV ) with a tendency to approach a'pliitbau. 
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Figure 6. Inverse slope parameter of invariant cr~ss section To .~ersus E = Ep · Q, where Q·-: numb~r 

of nucleon-participants ( degree ofcentality ): open circles, triangles, squares - K0 , A, proton d~ta 

of JINR; black circles, tri~ngles, s~uares - K, A and proton, d~ta of BNL12 and CERN13 . 

At the same time an enhancement of the relative A yield ( NA/Ni ) has 
been observed by a factor of ~10 (at the transverse momentum cut PT2:1 GeV /c to 
eliminate a background from "trivial" ,N-N collisions). , 

More recent BNL and CERN data have confirmed the observed strangeness 
enhancement and not only for the relative yield of A hyperons but also for those of 
I(± and A particles ( at different cuts of PT2: 0.4 - 0.6 GeV /c ). 
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Furthermore, these experiments have corroborated the evidence of the above 
mentioned plateau, extending it to much higher energies with the Boltzmann tem
peratures T8 ~ 150-160 MeV, which correspond to the inverse slope parameters of 
invariant cross sections To~ 200-210 MeV. ( see Figure 6 ). 

This regularity is a prominent feature of the mixed phase formation in the 
first order transition. Although more detailed studies_ and looking for some al
ternative interpretatons ( besides QGP formation ) are necessary to make a final 
conclusion, the obtained results provive a strong experimental evidence that a hot 
and dense fireball (mixed phase?) is created in central nucleus-nucleus collisions, 
which is predicted14 to be a prolific source of multistrange hadronic/ quark objects, 
and this encourages searches for states of the strange quark matter in relativistic 
nuclear beams at accelerators. 

2.2. Experimental Searches for Strange Quark Matter at Accelerators 

The simplest approach to search for modestly-sized SQM states with As 20 
( called "strangelets") is ~imilar to that used in cosmic experiments with looking 
for much larger SQM states, namely to measure both the electric charge and the 
mass of particles. . 

Another approach is to reconstruct the mass of objects by measuring their 
energy and time-of-flight. 

There are several heavy ion experiment, completed, being continued with 
data taking and proposed, which have the main goal .to look for strangelets15 • 

At the present time the best upper limits on the production cross section of 
strangelets with Z/A ~ 0.1 -·o.3 and AS 15, is a,/ato1 S 10-5 , 

It should be noted that an observation of objects with an unusual Z/ A ratio 
is not sufficient to identify strange states because this property is not necessarly a 
peculiar feature of SQM but of other possible anomalous form of the matter. 

Therefore an additional study of possibly observed candidates should be 
needed to proove the "strange" nature of d~tected candidates ( probably through 
an investigation of their interactions with looking for a subsequent strange particle 
emission). 

The another unsufficiency of the above mentioned approaches is that they 
are insensitive to metastable SQM states with life times S 10-9 - 10-s, predicted 
by many models for light strangelets being formed in a hot and dense fireball with 
rather large cross sections. That is why searches for strangelets by their decays into 
strange particles are of the great importance. 

Having favorable conditions for the strangelet creation, which have been re
alized in very· central nucleus-nucleus collisions (AA) at the JINR synchrophasotron 
( see 2.1. ), we have undertook such studies. 

At the first stage of this investigation we are looking for H-dihyperon (the 
simplest six-quark SQM state) by re-analyzing anomalous events which have been 
detected in an open ( 41r) geometry from central AA-collisions in streamer chambers 
·and recorded in DST but failed to be fitted as decays of "usual" strange particles. 
The requirement of a coexistence with 3 double hypernuclei, observed by now, 
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provides the most probable properties of H-partidc 1'' !\!11=2.220-2.231 GeV/c'2 and 
r ~ 0.1 - 10 us with the main decay mode H-~- p followed hy ~- - n ;r-. 

\\Tc have rnrefolly re-aualyzed 17 data, obtainPd by the use of our streamer spectrom
eter, with 2 • l(J-1 extremely eentr:al :t\Ig1vlg- collisions dPtected: acen,/a,a,=4-l0- 4 • 

Amongst ~1200 idcntifiPcl A and K0 ., decays and ~100 c~n\'Prsions 1 __:. e+p-. a small 
sampl<' of "anomalous" V0 events (~20) was re,•paled. After an additional analysis 
the latter appeared to lw r+r- pairs with one exception. This V 0 en•nt is char
acterized'by rather large open angle aud.enhaneed track density of the negatively 
dmrgcd s1•1·ondary whieh can not he an electron or pion. Being fitted as H-~-p this 
<'V<'llt exhibits 1\:111 = 2228 ± 2 MeV / c2 , which falls into th1• narrow gap of expected 
H mass nwntioned above. Kincmatirnl parametPrs of the considen•d event are also 
in good agIT<'lll<'nt with those pn·did1•d by th<\n11ody1iamical models ( see Fig.7 ). 

It stands to frason that a single obser\'ecl candidate can not be treated as an 
Pvid<•n1·1• for the existc'Ill'<' of the H dihyperon. Howcv<•r this prm;icks possibilities 
to Pstimatc an upper limit of production eross sections of a metastahl<' (rather 
short-lived) H partick which <'S!'H}H's· usually a dcte<·tion in mass spectrcnnetric 
<'XpcrinH•nts. Such an Pst.imatiou givPs: (Ts 0.12, ,,b if r= lns .ancl (Ts0.3G /lb if 
r=lOus ( nuder our eouclitious ment.ionccl ahon' ). 
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1
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provi1l1· mon' thai1 lT1:V <;f th1• rek,;iwd <'IHTgi· iu <:;,11t)1! U-U rnllisions. . · ". 
Iu co11dusio11 I would like to op1>os<' t.lw wide-sprPad 'st.at.cnH'Ut. "t.lH' higher 

the lH't.t.1,r" when nmsidering proj1•1·tilP <'IH'rgies wauk<l for QGP crPat.ion. and 
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adduce weighty arguments in favor of the baryon-rich regime at several GcV per 
nucleon for SQM formation from QGP or mixed phase: 

• many-models predict QGP creation at as low energies as 2~5 A GeV for some 
-equations of states, being near to those within strange stars; 

• the alternative.fundamental phenomenon (besides the dcconfincment) is ex
pected to cause QGP /SQM formation~ the chiral symmetry restoration.with 
its,preclicted high density /low .. temperat1,1re effects; 

• such processes could more adequately reproduce (simulate) astrophysical 
phenomena ( Big Bang, neutron star evolution, supernouva explosions); 

• the.strangeness enhancement as QGP/SQM signature should be more·.pro
nounced within a high density enviroment clue to the Pauli prin,c:iplc; 

. • :the background contributions to the ,studied QGP and SQM signals ( e.g. 
from hadronic gas) are much smaller clue to lower energies of secondaries. 
I believe most of< physicists to .be convinced now that more: concerted ap

proaches are necessary to attack efficiently as complicated· problems as the QGP 
and SQM matter, using not only distinct signatures but also different. phase trajec
tories to reach QGP (mixed phase) with a following adequate comparision of data 
obtained at various energies. 

The results of the analysis presented in this publication were made possible 
thanks to Grant No MIC000 from the International Science Foundation and Grant 
No 93-02-15583 from the Russian Foundation for Fundamer'ital Investigations. 
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